Tobamoviruses as Models for the Study of Virus Evolution.
The study of tobacco mosaic virus and other tobamovirus species has greatly contributed to the development of all areas of virology, including virus evolution. Research with tobamoviruses has been pioneer, or particularly significant, in all major areas of research in this field, including: the characterization of the genetic diversity of virus populations, the mechanisms and rates of generation of genetic diversity, the analysis of the genetic structure of virus populations and of the factors that shape it, the adaptation of viruses to hosts and the evolution of host range, and the evolution of virus taxa and of virus-host interactions. Many of these continue to be hot topics in evolutionary biology, or have been identified recently as such, including (i) host-range evolution, (ii) predicting the overcoming of resistance in crops, (iii) trade-offs between virus life-history traits in virus evolution, and (iv) the codivergence of viruses and hosts at different taxonomical and spatial scales. Tobamoviruses may be particularly appropriate to address these topics with plant viruses, as they provide convenient experimental systems, and as the detailed knowledge on their molecular and structural biology allows the analysis of the mechanisms behind evolutionary processes. Also, the extensive information on parameters related to infection dynamics and population structure may facilitate the development of realistic models to predict virus evolution. Certainly, tobamoviruses will continue to be favorite system for the study of virus evolution.